A definition of detailed balance for quantum dynamical semigroups is given, and its close connection with the KMS condition is investigated.
Introduction
In recent works [1] [2] [3] various definitions of detailed balance for a quantum Markovian master equation have been proposed and discussed. In this paper, we give a definition of detailed balance for a quantum dynamical semigroup of a W*-algebra, which extends the analogous notion proposed in [3] for quantum dynamical semigroups of matrix algebras (for a heuristic motivation, based on the analogy with the corresponding classical concept, see [3, 4] ). We give the general form of the generator L of a dynamical semigroup of M(~) satisfying detailed balance and with a norm continuous dissipative part, thus extending the result of [3] .
The physical meaning of this seemingly formal definition is investigated by showing that the property of detailed balance is characteristic of dynamical semigroups describing relaxation to thermal equilibrium, thus providing yet another characterization of KMS states.
Quantum Detailed Balance
Let d / be a W*-algebra. A dynamical semigroup of Jg [5-,-7 ] is a weakly *-continuous one-parameter semigroup {~t:t>0} of completely positive identity preserving normal maps of d / i n t o itself, with ~b 0 the identity map.
Let Q be a faithful normal state on Jg which is stationary under {~t}, and denote by (cog, re, f2) the GNS triple associated to Q. There exists [8, 9] for all ~ in a dense linear manifold cd C ~ which is a common core for/,, Ls,/'h;
defines a weakly *-continuous group {at} of *-automorphisms of d/l ;
defined a dynamical semigroup {Ft} of J¢/. {at} (resp., {Ft} ) will be called the Hamittonian part (resp., the dissipative part) of {~,}.
Remarks. It can be shown that if a decomposition (i) exists with k s = L*, L h = -L~', then it is unique (Appendix A) and that (iii) is actually a consequence of (i) and (ii) (Appendix B).
The state Q is stationary for {at} and {Ft}. Indeed, ~(at(A))=~(a_~(1I)A)=Q(A ) and Q(F,(A)) = ~(Ft(~ ) A) = Q(A).
Both {at} and {It} commute with the modular automorphism group {o-t} [10] associated to Q. This property, which for {at} is welt known [11] , is a special case of the following Proposition 2.1. If two completely positive identity preservin 9 maps F and F' of a W*-algebra dg satisfy
Q(F'(A)B)=e(AF(B)) for all A,B~d/t, where ~ is a faithful normal state o n / d , then F and F' commute with {at}.

Sketch of the Proof
The contraction maps/~ and/% on J{, associated to F and U as in Equation (2.1), commute strongly with the modular operator A [12, Lemma 2]. Since O is separating for ~z(J/), the statement follows.
In the following, we restrict our consideration to the case ~ = N(~cg), the algebra of all bounded operators on a separable Hilbert space ~. This is a suitable framework for the description of the reduced dynamics of a spatially confined quantum open system. For this case, we give a classification of the generators of dynamical semigroups which satisfy detailed balance and possess a norm continuous dissipative part.
The Hamiltonian part {at} of a dynamical semigroup {~t} of ~(~) satisfying detailed balance with respect to a faithful normal state ~ is of the form [13, Corollary 2.9.32, p. 120 and Remark 2, p. 166] 
at(A ) = exp(itH) A exp(-itH),
A ~ ~(~) , (2.5) where H is a selfadjoint operator in H , commuting with the density matrix which expresses ~ (and for which we shall use the same notation ~).
